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The monthly review of corruption-related stories in the Cambodian media

THIS MONTH
Corruption is a serious issue anywhere in the world, but some countries
do better than others. Transparency
International, an organization monitoring corruption worldwide, ranked
Cambodia 162nd out of 179 in its annual
index this year.
The Asian-Pacific region as a whole
scored lower than any other in the
world. On the African continent for
example, the lowest scoring country
Uganda, ranked 111th.
Media can play an important role
in combating corruption. This was recently recognized in Cambodia by the
Club of Cambodian Journalists (CCJ),
which appealed for journalists in Cambodia to assist in the Kingdom’s battle
against graft.
During an October 22 meeting CCJ
President Pen Samitthy said: “Successfully fighting against corruption partially relies on journalists and reporters to reveal facts to the public.”
“I would like to ask all my colleagues to write more articles about
corruption, as fighting against corruption is our responsibility,” he said,
claiming reporters must have the
courage to investigate and divulge
corruption in a society where cooperation from authorities and civil society
is lacking.
This monthly review is part of a
survey commissioned by USAID/PACT
Cambodia on how National Cambodian
newspapers and radio news programs
in the Khmer language cover corruption-related issues in the country.
During this year-long survey five
Khmer-language newspapers and four
Khmer-language radio programs from
four different stations are screened
daily for twenty keywords related to
corruption such as “bribe” and “extortion,” while also including specific
terms such as “land grabbing” and
“forest crime”.
The review presents samples of stories found through the monitoring and
quantitative updates. While the focus
of this review is on media that is part
of the survey, relevant stories found in
other outlets will not be ignored.

CORRUPTION MAIN OBSTACLE TO
CAMBODIAN ECONOMIC GROWTH
Cambodia has this year again scored
poorly in the World Economic Forum’s
(WEF) business competitiveness survey, with the group citing corruption,
poor infrastructure and the weak implementation of laws as the main reasons the nation is being outdone by its
neighbors, newspapers reported early
November.
Out of 131 countries ranked in the
2007 Global Competitiveness Index,
Cambodia reportedly ranked 110, lagging far behind fellow Asean members
Singapore at 7th, Thailand 28th, Indonesia 54th, and Vietnam 68th, reported The
Cambodia Daily.
Countries’ ranks are decided through
a combination of survey responses and
economic data on education, job training, macroeconomic stability, infrastructure and innovation.
Cambodia ranked 106th of 122
countries in the 2006 index, said Hang
Sambo Pisith, a researcher with the
Economic Institute of Cambodia, add-

ing the change does mean that Cambodia’s business environment has not improved. Rather it is due to the fact that
nine more countries have been added,
he told Rasmei Kampuchea.
Referring to a survey conducted in
March and April which appraised the
views of 105 business executives, he
said: “While Corruption is still at the top
of the list, infrastructure is weak and law
enforcement needs work,” Moneaksekar Khmer reported.
He also claimed that the lack of an
effective labor force, proper education,
infrastructure, tax rates and political
stability are also effecting economic
development in Cambodia, added Rasmei Kampuchea.
“Of the [the business executives]
surveyed in 2006, 79 percent said that
corruption was the main obstacle to
Cambodia’s economic development,”
he told Rasmei Kampuchea.
Mao Thora, undersecretary of state
Continued on page 3

PM WANTS TO END CAMBODIAN
DEPENDENCE ON AGRICULTURE
Prime Minister Hun Sen has publicly
announced that the economic goal of
the Cambodian government is to seek
all possible ways to change Cambodia
from an agriculture-dependent country
into a “services” nation.
“Take a look at the markets where
Cambodians have started their services
and businesses. A developed country is
a country which has strong trade and
services. The participation of the agricultural sector in a developed nation
accounts for only one or two percent of
their GDP, or even less. Industry and especially the service sector is the main
characteristic [of a developed nation],”
Hun Sen said during a graduation ceremony in Phnom Penh.
Last year the service sector in Cambodia accounted for 36 percent of the
GDP, the agriculture sector for 32.2 per-

cent, and industry 25 percent, the premier noted.
Both national and international economists have repeatedly claimed that agriculture is a key sector needing attention from the Cambodian government
because 80 percent of all Cambodians
earn their living by farming.
According to reports from the World
Bank and Oxfam, the Cambodian government needs to focus its poverty reduction strategies especially on the development of rural areas.
[Corruption watchdog] Transparency International recently reported
that most corruption takes place in
urban areas, where businessmen often can evade taxes imposed by the
government, due to the corrupt civil
servants.
Radio Free Asia, November 1, 2007
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KAMPONG CHAM RESIDENTS PROTEST
ANTENNA TO PROTEST AT NA OVER LAND GRABBING
MAN CLIMBS PHONE

AGAINST LAND GRAB
A 62-year-old man climbed up a
phone antenna in Kandal province’s
Takhmao town November 8 in an apparent attempt to commit suicide. He
claimed that he had no reason to live
as his land had been grabbed by the
rich.
Mom Sovann, from the province’s
Takhmao district, said that he had
asked district land management officials many times to protect his land,
but his request was repeatedly ignored by the officials. This indifference gave him no choice but to force
him to climb up the antenna to attract
attention, Sovann said.
A Takhmao Commune chief said
in response that in the past the man
did own the land and held legal documents to prove it, but that his poor
living standards forced him to sell it
piece by piece to his neighbors until
he owned only a small plot of land on
which his home now stands.
The old man had just pretended
that his land was illegally grabbed and
filed a complaint to the commune authorities, added the official.
The commune chief said that was
the fourth time that the man has committed such a “crazy” act and that
Takhmao district police finally managed to persuade him to come down
safely from the antenna.
Kampuchea Thmey, November 9, 2007

CORRUPTION & GASOLINE
Large amounts of gasoline are being
smuggled from Thailand and Vietnam
into Cambodia due to ineffective and
corrupt officials, newspapers reported.
Despite the Cambodian government’s strict ban on fuel smuggling,
Siem Reap provincial authorities have
been unable to halt the circulation of
gasoline smuggled from Odor Meanchey province’s border area with Thailand, resulting in the loss of millions of
riel in state revenues each day.
Customs officials along National
Road 68 and 6 are thought to be colluding in order to allow the illegal trade
to continue, with locals claiming that
smuggling can only be prevented when
authorities, “allow their pockets to be
short of money,” Koh Santepheap reported November 1.
Smuggled gasoline is also still being brought in by boat from Vietnam by
Cambodian and Vietnamese merchants
2

Nearly 150 families from Kampong
Cham province’s Memot district protested in front of the National Assembly
November 15, seeking an intervention
from the government in a land dispute
. The families claim 4,271 hectares of
farmland has been grabbed by powerful military officials, Voice Of Democracy reported November 15.
Eang No, a representative for the 145
families, claimed that they had decided
to protest in front of the assembly as provincial authorities have refused to help
them in the land dispute, adding that the
angry residents would not return home
unless a solution is found.
“Soldiers use bulldozers to clear all

of our land. [I] don’t know for what they
use our land. We used to file our complaints to district, village and commune
authorities, but they refused to solve
[the problem]. Therefore, I decided to
make a complaint to the NA. Royal Cambodian Armed Forces (RCAF) soldiers
threatened to shoot us if we protested….,” the representative said.
“If you [RCAF soldiers] clear all of my
land, I won’t have any land to farm,” said
Toeuy Roy, an ethnic minority villager who
claimed to also be a victim of the land
grabbing, suggesting the government
should seek ways to get her land back.
Provincial Governor Hun Neng, could
not be reached for comment on the issue.

PM: OIL TAXES TO BE INCLUDED IN FISCAL LAW
Prime Minister Hun Sen said recently that he will amend Cambodia’s fiscal
law to include taxes on oil revenues.
“Concerning the problem of taxes
on oil revenues, the first idea is to draft
new law governing oil and oil tax. Or
secondly, oil tax could be included in
the existing fiscal law. I have decided to
include oil taxes in the fiscal law”, Hun
Sen said November 13 during Rural National Sanitation Day at the Cambodian
Development Council (CDC).
Cambodia is believed to potentially
possess billions of barrels of oil and gas
resources in six blocs laying of its southwestern coast. Both national and international communities have said that the

potentially huge revenues could be either a “curse” or “blessing”, depending
on their faith in the government’s capacity to implement appropriate natural resource management.
Earlier this year Hun Sen announced
that Cambodia expects to begin tapping
its newly found offshore oil reserves
by 2010, providing the impoverished
Southeast Asian country with a much
needed boost to government revenues.
However, there have been raised
serious concerns how beneficial the
presence of oil will actually prove to
be, given the high levels of corruption
throughout the country.
FM 102 WMC, November 13, 2007

through Kampot’s Banteay Meas district.
A customs official who spoke on the
condition of anonymity claimed that
each day several hundred barrels of
gasoline are being transported in more
than ten boats from Vietnam through
the district. The unnamed official added
that illegal merchants are able to bring
the smuggled gas into Cambodia because they are protected by a handful of
provincial customs officials who collude
with them to avoid state tax, Koh Santepheap reported November 2.
Similarly, each night no less than
ten trucks transport gasoline smuggled

from Oddar Meanchey province’s Anlung Veng district to sell in Siem Reap
province. Anonymous sources blamed
the transportation of imported gasoline
on the collusion among provincial authorities and illegal merchants, Kampuchea Thmey reported November 7.
The Cambodian Watch Council issued a statement on November 8, blaming the Prime Minister Hun Sen-led
government and gasoline companies of
colluding to increase gas prices in Cambodia, a conspiracy making the Cambodian people poorer and poorer each day,
Sralanh Khmer reported November 10.

The Corruption Monitor is part of a yearlong survey commissioned by USAID/
PACT Cambodia. During this survey the
following newspapers and radio news
programs are monitored on corruptionrelated stories:
Rasmei Kampuchea, Koh Santepheap,
Kampuchea
Thmey, Moneaksekar
Khmer, Sralanh Khmer and news broadcasts of National Radio Kampuchea AM
918, FM 102 (Women Media Centre),
Voice of Democracy (VOD on FM 105)
and Radio Free Asia (RFA on FM 105).

This review gives an overview of samples found. Corruption-related stories
brought by other media are included if
found relevant.
Articles are quoted and translated as is,
without any warranty as to the accuracy
of the information reproduced. The Corruption Monitor does not necessarily
reflect the views and opinion of USAID/
PACT Cambodia.
For questions/comments:
mmt@mcdcambodia.com
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ARRESTS FOR EXTORTION IN LAND ISSUE LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Phnom Penh Municipal Court on November 9 issued an arrest warrant for
five people following a claim they extorted money from a woman during a
land dispute in Sihanoukville.
One of the five suspects allegedly
pretended she were related to Prime
Minister Hun Sen in order to extort over
US$30,000 from Soun Thevy, reported
Rasmei Kampuchea November 10.
The three out of the five arrested in
Phnom Penh have been identified as
Leng Buntha, 58, Leng Bunny, 40, and
her husband Chan Vuhty, 40, deputy director of Chatomuk high school, while
the two nabbed in Sihanoukville were
Iv Em and his wife Choub Sarom, noted
Koh Santepheap November 10.

Leng Bunny called herself “Hun Many,”
claiming to be the niece of the premier,
threatening Soun Thevy must pay the
money to her or she would lose her land,
according to Rasmei Kampuchea.
Investigating Judge Chang Cinat and
deputy prosecutor Sok Roeun used Article 7 of the nation’s penal code to detain
them at Prey Sar prison. The article says:
“…anyone who uses means or forms of
threat to collect money or wealth for
their own wishes will be found guilty of
threatening and sentenced to between
5 and 10 years in prison....”
Leng Bunny claimed the accusation
is not fair for her and her group as it
was just a land trade, concluded Koh
Santepheap.

CORRUPTION & HUMOR
A film production company recently
held auditions for a film entitled ‘Tang
Cheng Tov Chom Long Thor’ (Journey
to the West), a stage adaptation of a 16th
Century Chinese novel. Candidates were
selected for the roles based on their own
characteristics. However, a young actor
expressed dissatisfaction with the role
he was given during a conversation with
his friends after the audition:
Friends: “Did you pass the audition?”
Actor: “Passed!”
Friends: “Which character did they
select you for?”
Actor: “Tang Cheng!”
Friends: “So, you got the main role!”
Actor: “But I told I didn’t want the
role of Tang Cheng”
His friends: “Why?!”
Actor: “The character will not allow
me to show my own personality and
characteristics. Tang Cheng is quiet. Day
after day he just gives thanks to the gods.
And the devils always want his blood.”
Friends: “So, you want to play Sun Ou
Khong [the monkey] who fights with the
devils?”
Actor: “No. Sun Ou Khong walks and
jumps all the time and is always asked
by his Tang Cheng to do this or that.
Sometimes, when he just said something

wrong or impolite his master punishes
him by reciting prayers which hurt the
monkey so bad that he calls his mother
for help. No, I don’t want to play such a
character.”
Friends: “So, which character does
suit your own characteristics?!”
Actor: “Devils!”
Friends: “Oh God! Are you crazy?
Why do you want to be a devil?!”
Actor: “A devil can eat delicious
food, drink wine until getting drunk,
exploit, steal and rob, rape other men’s
wives and daughters and mistreat the
powerless. A devil can sing, dance and
party until sunrise. A devil dares to embezzle state property, violate law, grab
public land, and cut down forests for
huge amounts of dollars to construct villas and to buy modern cars. Devils with
children allow them to become “small”
devils to cause trouble in public places.
If devils are criticized by the public, they
respond that they are devils, so only
divinities in the sky have the right to
criticize them. People on earth can only
shake their heads, take a deep breath
and look at each other to express their
disappointment. They cannot destroy
devils. Now, you see how good the role
as a devil is? If you wanted me to play
Tang Cheng, how could I feel happy?”
Koh Santepheap, November 1, 2007

Continued from page 1
of the Commerce Ministry, said the low
ranking could discourage investors, reported The Cambodia Daily. “This rating could affect investors’ decisions,” he
said, adding that: “In fact, the business
environment is good but there remain
a number of challenges.” “Corruption
is what people generally talk about.”
Cambodia should attempt to pay more
attention to health and education sectors

and promote physical infrastructure and
technology as well as form a favorable
business environment to improve its
economic development, he suggested,
concluded Rasmei Kampuchea.
Civil society officials have claimed
that to rapidly develop Cambodia’s
economy and woo foreign investors to
Cambodia, the government must hasten the approval of the anti-corruption
law, Moneaksekar Khmer reported.

Kampuchea Thmey recently received the following anonymous letter
from a Phnom Penh beer garden proprietor:
“I would like to inform His Excellency Kep Chuktema, governor of
Phnom Penh Municipality, that a group
saying they are Interior Ministry police officials has been causing trouble
in beer gardens. They use dishonest
and illegal methods to extort money
from the owners of beer gardens in
exchange for not forcing the closure of
these businesses.
At first, three or four people, some
of them with police uniforms, claiming
that they are police officers from the
ministry come to eat food and drink
beer like ordinary customers. After
they become drunk, they create problems by shouting, smashing glasses
violently or drawing their handguns
from their holsters, making other customers feel so frightened that they flee
the beer garden. Then the perpetrators leave, after paying the bill. Soon
after, another group of police officers
appear, saying they have been told to
investigate what happened earlier.
However, rather than investigate
their colleagues misbehavior, these
new officers attempt to extort money
from the owner, reasoning that fracas is
‘social instability’, so the shop must be
closed and the proprietor held responsible for the anarchy. They tell the owner he must pay them US$400-US$500 if
he doesn’t want to be charged and his
business closed. Generally, businessmen, fearing the consequences of angering high ranking officials, agree to
pay.
The same trick happens again and
again at beer gardens across the city
leading me to conclude that the group
views this set up as a second salary. To
provide stability and safety for legal
beer garden owners, I would like to request that H.E. Kep Chuktema take immediate action or notify National Police Commissioner Hok Lundy about
the matter. As a beer garden owner, I
don’t know for sure if the perpetrators
are police officials from the Ministry of
Interior. Regardless, their activities are
threatening businessmen and discouraging investors.
Once again I beg H.E. Kep Chuktema and National Police Commissioner
Hok Lundy to investigate.”
(Kampuchea Thmey, November 1, 2007)
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UPDATE SURVEY ON CORRUPTION-RELATED STORIES
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Koh Santepheap
Rasmei Kampuchea
Kampuchea Thmey
Moneaksekar Khmer
Sralanh Khmer

AM 918
FM 102
VOD on FM 105
RFA on FM 105

Corruption

Phnom Penh

Locations of Stories

31%

9%
8%
10%

Land Grabbing

16%
24%

Southeast
Southw est

3%

Bribery
Transparency

Northeast

4%
4%

Extortion

Northw est

5%

Cheating

Cam bodia
Region
International

Between November 2007 and October 2008
all stories of five main Cambodian newspapers
and four main radio news broadcasts are monitored daily for twenty corruption-related
keywords. The survey assesses all stories on
both quantitative and qualitative parameters.
Above the first update with quantitative findings
for November.
Kampuchea Thmey published twice as many
stories on corruption as the other two largest
newspapers, Koh Santepheap and Rasmei
Kampuchea. Voice of Democracy (VOD) is
clearly in the lead for radio, while the topic is
close to non-existent on AM 918. Most stories
cover corruption generally, while land grabbing
is among the top 3. The locations of stories
indicate where events took place, not necessarily where they are produced.
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Collusion

Kam pong Cham

14%
2%
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15%

Top 10 Keywords

Battam bang

3%
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8
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20%
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11%
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Forest Crim e
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cenøaHBIExvicäika nigExtula qñaM 2007 RKb;erOgTaMgGs;EdlRbmUl)anBI
kaEstCaPasaExµr cMnYn5 nig viTüúcMnYn4 sMxan;²RutUv)anRtYtBinitüCaRbcaMéf¶
elIBaküsMxan;cMnYn20 EdlTak;TgnWgGMeBIBukrlYy. karsÞg;mtienH vay
tMélelIerOgTaMgGs;TaMgKuNPaB nigbrimaN. xagelIenHCaBt’manfµIdMbUg
CamYy niglTÞplénbrimaNerOgRbcaMExvicäika.
kñúgcMenamkaEstFM²cMnYn3 kaEst km<úCafµI cuHpüayGtþbTsþIGMBIGMeBI
BukrlYyeRcInCagkaEst rsµIkm<úCa nig kaEst ekaHsnþiPaB cMnYnBIrdg.
viTüúsMelgRbCaFibetyü pSayerOgTak;TgnwgGMeBIBukrlYyeRcInCagviTüuuú3
déTeTot ehIyRbFanbTBukrlYyTaMgenaH esÞIrEtKaµnniyayTal;EtesaH
enAtamviTüú AM918 . GtßbTPaKeRcInniyayGMBIGMeBIBukrlYyCaTUeTA b:uEnþþ
karrMelaPykdI)ankøayCaRbFanbTénGMeBIBukrlYyd¾FMmYykñúgcMenamRbFan
bTénGMeBIBukrlYyFM²cMnYnbI. TIkEnøgénerOg)anKUsbBa¢ak;fa RBwtiþkarN_
)anekIteLIgenATIenaH minEmnbgðajBIkEnøgEdlerOgTaMgenaH RtUv)aneK
sresreLIgenaHeLIy.

